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FOREWORD D 

Betweenn thought and expression lies a lifetime. (Lou Reed 1974) 

Thee research project that led to this book began with a hunch; a hunch that the internet 
andd world-wide web would be quickly taken up by the peoples of the South Pacific. That has 
indeedd been the case, as this study wil l show. But between that hunch and this book indeed "lie s 
aa lifetime" . The same could be said for  the internet discussion groups profiled here. For  there is 
muchh more going on than a bunch of people 'justf chattering online. These practitioners, who 
mostlyy come from the South Pacific Islands and their  diasporas, are taking everyday 
interpersonall  interactions online to meet complex political economic and sociocultural issues. In 
soo doing, they produce an enormous amount of material to read and think about, and create new 
friendshipsfriendships and support networks on the way. These Tacific traversals' of the internetfworld -
widee web are navigating - and recreating - these technologies on these peoples' own terms and 
forr  their  own needs. They can do so because spaces on the internet/world-wid e web have been 
madee available to them by individuals dedicated to improving the lot of their  own communities, 
inn the islands and overseas. Hence this book has a lot to say about the empowerment potential of 
computerss and by extrapolation, the internet. But it also has a lot to say about the 
^«empowermentt  potential of the same. There are powerful and wealthy political and economic 
forcess that would tame and exploit these same technologies for  commercial, military , or 
politicall  reasons. The point I want to make, one that is made daily by these practitioners, is that 
thee internet and world-wide web belong to everyone. 

Theree are many other  people who contributed to the intellectual and emotional 
processess that are part of this book. First, I would like to thank Gerd Junne, Lil y Ling, and 
Mariannee Marchand. My gratitude also to Kees Brants, Johannes Fabian, Frances Gouda, Cees 
Hamelink,, Jeffrey Harrod, and Anne Sisson Runyan for  their  feedback and support. A special 
thankss goes out to Helen Morton , who took on the role of external anthropological expert, for 
herr  helpful comments on the final draft . I am also grateful to the Amsterdam School for  Social 
Sciencee Research for  the year  of funding that allowed me to complete this book-

Theree are also a number  of colleagues and friends, at the University of Amsterdam and 
elsewhere.. I owe themm a lot for  their  well-timed and astute advice, collegiality, and practical 
supportt  on an intellectual and professional level and, at some of the more difficul t moments, as 
psychologicall  coaches. Here, I thank Mehdi Amineh, Tom Davies, Gavan Duffy, Alex 
Fernandez,, Craig Fowlie, Anne-Marie Gingras, John Grin , Jeff Harrod, Otto Holman, Lil y Ling, 
Amadee Mcharek, Helen Morton , Henk Overbeek, Spike Peterson, Veikko Pietila, Stephan 
Raes,, Seija Ridell, Marieke Riethof, Max and Eleanor  Rimoldi, Anne Sisson Runyan, Giles 
Scott-Smith,, Sally Wyatt. My thanks also go to Jirk o Bilik , Désirée Engelsman, Ruud 
Goudriaan,, Rob Mom, Ger  Quelle, who taught me a lot during our  years (!) working together. 

AA special thanks to una Helston, Courtney Lake, Lasse Peltonen, Marieke Riethof, 
Lauraa van Rossem, Ines de Sousa, and Wondem (my office-mate for  nearly five years) for  their 
importantt  emotional support and intellectual input. We have all been through a lot together  but 
wee also had fun all the same. I am also very grateful to Robin Brown, Chris May, Jayne 
Rodgers,, and Gillian Youngs of the BIS A International Relations - International 
Communicationss Workin g Group for  providing an ongoing vibrant and supportive fonim for  the 
exchangee of ideas and work-in-progress. And to the students who have passed through my 
classess over  the past few years, a vote of thanks as well for  keeping me on my toes. In particular 
II  would like to thank JoSHe Bolduc, James Coleman, Alpona Dey, Aparajit a Dutta, Tobias 
Dörfler ,, Marcus von Essen, Alana Henry, Twanna Hines, Emmanuel Kaba, René Kardol , 
Tisekee Kasambala, Katy Krall , Nancy Mancilla, Eric Nadeau for  their  specific contributions to 
thiss book. 

Too have been able to carry out any of this research at all, I owe a tremendous amount to 
Pacificc scholars. I am also indebted to those working on the practicalities of setting up workable 
communicationss infrastructure s for  small island states and who shared their  knowledge, 
experiencee and differin g viewpoints wim me; Al Aiono, Jim Dator, Bronwen Douglas, Mik e 
Evans,, Greg Fry, Tapuaki Ha'unga, Futa Helu, Christine Higa, Henry and Ema Ivaraturi , 
Margarett  Jolly, Justin Kaitapu, Taholo Kami, 'Alopi Latukefu, Heather  Young Leslie, Okusi 
Mahina,, Mik e McKinley , Bil l Melody, Helen Morton, Norman Okamura, Jindy Pettman, Max 
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andd Eleanor Rimoldi, David Robie and his students of 1999, Claire Slatter, Jack Snow, Teresia 
Teaiwa,, HRH Prince Tupouto'a, Geny Ward. Finally, to the participants of these internet 
forumss and groups themselves and their leaders, who have been the life blood of this research, a 
greatt  big Thank you shout'  - malo aupito /fa'a/etai lava. 

Off  course, I take full responsibility for how I have presented these conversations, and 
thee conclusions I have made. But I do so in the spirit of open (and strong) debate that 
characterisess the Kava Bowl Kava Club and Polynesian Cafe Kamehameha Roundtable 
Discussionn Forums. My hope is that I have done justice to the vibrant, rich and complex 
discussionss and to the generosity of their participants. 

Withoutt a number of friends (old, new, and far away) egging me on, hanging out with 
me,, helping to keep it all in perspective and most importantly believing in me (in all my various 
undertakings),, I am deeply grateful. So a huge thanks to Marjolijn Adriaansche, Lesley Astier, 
Pierree Florae, Cony Hendley, Taka Hosada, René Konings, Danielle Kraiijvanger, Stephan 
Raes,, Seija Ridell, Giles Scott-Smith, Inbal Telem. Thanks also to the Pressicaud family in Les 
Chabannes,, France, and to Elke and Peter Baumann in Hannover, Germany, who taught me 
aboutt a lot of other important things. 

Andd finally, to my own family - whanau. Thank you for your unmitigated support, as 
always,, and for being who you are. Love to Margaret, John, Diana, Dave, Elizabeth, Feto 
Ailepata,, David Britten, Paul Roper, Tracey Hendley, Ingmar Andersson, Tommy Eteim, John 
Brycee (deceased), Pam Egan, Marion Coleman. And love to Christopher, Sarah, Jonathan, 
Nicola,, Williamm and Jessica, and Axel. This book is dedicated to you - the next generation. 

Amsterdam m 
July,, 2001 
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